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INSTRUCTORS
maggie.blanton@jessamine.kyschools.us
katherine.gray@jessamine.kyschool.us
katie.landon@jessamine.kyschools.us

ACE Peer Pros assist students who come into the Academic Center for Enrichment in specific
subject-areas. Tutors can choose to volunteer before school or during one class period during the
school day.

To be an ACE Peer Pro, you must meet the following criteria:

■ Maintain a GPA of 3.0 or higher
■ Received an A/B in the subject area you wish to tutor
■ Maintain an A/B in the subject area you wish to tutor
■ Be willing to work with and tutor other students.

Confidentiality:

As a peer-pro for the Academic Center for Enrichment, within West Jessamine High School, I realize
the significance of exhibiting professionalism, integrity, and courtesy. I will practice behaviors that
exhibit these attributes to the best of my ability.

The importance of confidentiality concerning any student whom I assist both during and after my
assignment is required.  I understand and certify that any student information whether personal or
concerning a student’s academic practices and progress is confidential. I agree not to access, review,
or disclose student information without specific authorization from an ACE instructor. I understand
that I may discuss information about a student’s progress with either the student receiving my
support, an administrator, or an ACE instructor, for the sole purpose of the student’s academic
progress and success. I understand that a breach of this contract could result in my removal as a
peer-pro, and/or school consequences.



Grading Rubric:
Score 1: Limited

The student ...
2: Developing
The student …

3: Proficient
The student ...

4: Mastery
The student ...

5:
Distinguished
The student …

Criteria is never on time
to class.

is always
unprepared for
tutoring
sessions/does
not follow
through with
writing
feedback.

does not send
Remind
messages for
appointments.

never
completes the
post-tutoring
document after
an appointment.

never creates
appointments in
the calendar.

is hardly on
time to class.

is hardly
prepared for
tutoring
sessions/gives
very little
feedback on
writing pieces.

rarely sends
Remind
messages for
appointments.

rarely
completes the
post-tutoring
document after
an appointment
and/or has
multiple
grammatical
errors on
numerous days.

rarely creates
appointments in
the calendar.

is sometimes on
time to class.

is sometimes
prepared for
tutoring
sessions/gives
some feedback
on writing
pieces.

occasionally
sends Remind
messages for
appointments.

sometimes
completes the
post-tutoring
document after
an appointment
and/or has
multiple
grammatical
errors.

sometimes
creates
appointments in
the calendar.

is almost
always on time
to class.

is prepared
most of the time
for tutoring
sessions/gives
ample feedback
on writing
pieces.

frequently
sends Remind
messages for
appointments.

almost always
completes the
post-tutoring
document after
an appointment.

almost always
creates
appointments in
the calendar
and checks for
accuracy.

is always on
time to class.

is prepared for
appointments
when
necessary/Stud
ent provides
in-depth
feedback on
writing pieces.

always sends
Remind
messages for
appointments.

always
completes the
post-tutoring
document after
an appointment
and checks for
correct
grammar.

advocates for
themselves or
other students
when help is
needed in an
appointment.

always creates
appointments in
the calendar
and always
checks for
accuracy.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I have read the ACE syllabus and promise to always do my best and be a role model for other students.

Student Signature: ____________________________Student Name: ________________________


